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1. INTRoDLICTI~N 
We follow [4] in considering the problem of determining conditions under 
which a flow on a closed 2-manifold must have a periodic orbit. We consider 
continuous flows, instead of flows generated by Cl vector fields as in [4], and 
so we must modify some of the definitions of [4]. 
DEFINITIOPI‘S. Suppose that M is a (connected) closed orientable 2-manifold 
and that ZY M x R’ ---f M is a continuous flow. For t E lQ1 let nt denote the 
homeomorphism of M defined by n,(x) = n(x, t) (x E M). We say that a singu- 
larity (rest point) p of 71 is nondegenerate if the restriction of = to some neigh- 
borhood of p is topologically equivalent to the restriction of a linear flow on R2 
to a neighborhood of the origin, and the associated eigenvalues of the linear 
flow have nonzero real parts. A nondegenerate singularity must be either an 
attractor, a saddle, or a detractor. An orbit y(x) = (n,(x) / t E @> of rr is called 
a transit orbit if there are singularities p, q 6 M (possibly p = q) with 
lim,,-, nt(x) = p and lim,,, n,(x) = q; we then say that p (or q) generates the 
transit orbit. A singularity is called free if it generates no transit orbit. 
We consider continuous flows that have a positive number of nondegenerate 
singularities and satisfy both of the following hypotheses: 
Hl . There are no attracting singularities. 
I-12. There is no simple closed curve consisting entirely of saddles and transit 
orbits. 
Theorem 2.1 of [4] may now be stated as follows (in [4] the theorem is stated 
for flows generated by Cl vector fields, but, as remarked there, the proof given 
carries over easily to the case of continuous flows). 
THEOREM (Sacker and Sell). Let 7p be a continuousjlow on the closed orientable 
2-manifold M and assume that Hl and H2 hold. If th ere is at least one free detractor, 
then there exists a nontrivial recurrent motion. 
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Remark. ‘l’he assumption that there exists a fret detractor cirrr be replaced 
with the w-eakcr assumption that there exists a separatin g simple closed cur\ c 1 
on M that is transverse to the flow and such that no orbit of v  through a point 
of J tends to a singularity of 77 as t -F a. 
The object of the present paper is to prove that under the smx hypotheses 
the conclusion can be strengthened to assert the existence of a nontrivial periodic 
orbit. (As indicated in [4], in the case 71 is at least C’” this follows immediatcl! 
from the generalized PoincarC-Bendixon theorem of [5].) 1Ve use the result of 
Sacker and Sell, and merely provide an additional argument to extend the 
conclusion. 
In this section we prove three lemmas that will be needed later. The first 
requires the concept of a branched (ramified) covering. We give a somewhat 
specialized definition that is convenient for our purposes; for a more general 
definition and considerable development of the theory see [l]. 
DEFINITION. Let U denote the open unit disk in the complex plane @. 
Suppose l@ and M are 2-manifolds (without boundary), and that /3 is a con- 
tinuous mapping of A?! onto M. We say that /3: &‘-+ M is a branched covering 
if, for any p E i@, there are neighborhoods B C A?? of p, DC M of p(p), 
homeomorphisms 6: (D, fi) ---f (U, 0), 4: (D, ,/3(i)) -+ (U, 0), and a positive 
integer m (depending on J), such that 
P(P) = (b-Y&y”)>“” for all q E B. 
Thus we require that, at each $ E A?, /3 behave locally like the mapping z i--t z?” 
at the origin in @, for some m = m(p) E Z’. The integer m is called the multi- 
plicity of fi, and, if m > 1, $ is called a branch point of ,C?. 
It is known that, if p: ii?&+ M is a branched covering, then each p E M has 
the same number of preimages under ,6, provided that branch points arc counted 
with their multiplicities [l, Sect. 201; if this number is n < CO, we say that 
p: A? ---f M is an n-fold branched covering. It follows from this that, if ,6: A? + iI!! 
is an n-fold branched covering and B, denotes the set of branch points of /3, 
then ,B Iti-sg: i@ - B, + /?(A? .- B,) is a covering mapping (of 2-manifolds) 
in the usual sense; we will need this fact later. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose M is a closed orientable 2-manifold of genus g 2. 1. Then 
there is a 2-fold branched covering p: i@ - M, where iI? is a closed orientable 
surface of genus 3g, and there are 2g -{- 2 branch points on i@, each of multiplicit~~ 2. 
Proof. We describe I@, ill, and ,B: l@ -+ M explicitly. Set E =-: 4 and define 
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’ pj E @, for j = 1, 2, 3,4, by pj = ie iin/2. ii? is defined to be the union of all the 
following subsets of @r x EP: 
A,={(z,t)IlzJ~l,t=--E:, 
A, = ((2, t) / 1 z / < I, ( z - pj 1 > c( j = 1,2, 3, 4), t = n - C) 
(fi = 1,...,&!), 
B, = {(z, t) I i z I i 1, 1 z - pj ! > c(j = I, 2,3,4), t = n + cj 
(?Z = o,...,g - I), 
B, = f(z, t) I I 2 I < 1, t = g i E}, 
c, == ((z, t) j j 22 1 = 1, n - E < t < n + c] (fl = o,...,g>, 
r*.j = {(z, t) 1 1 z -pj / = E,n-l+E<t<n--E) 
(j = I ,..., 4; n = I ,..., g). 
In the following definition of M we make the convention that .z’/~ denotes the 
branch of the square root function defined by 
912 = pJPpl2 if z = reia with Y > 0 and -?I/2 2; 0 < 3~12. 
Then M is defined to be the union of A, , B, , C, ,..., C, , and the following: 
A,’ = {(z, t) 1 j z j < I, 1 2 ‘? - pj / > t (j = 1, 4), t : n - C) 
(a = I,..., g), 
B,’ = ((z, t) 1 / z 1 < 1, / ~9’~ -pjI >E(j=1,4),t-n-tc) 
(n = o,..., g - I), 
7‘;,j :-~ {(Z, t) 1 I z*‘z - pj [ == E, n - 1 -I E < t -z.: II - t) 
(j =: 1, 4; n == I )..., g). 
For convenience we illustrate the projections of A, and A,’ into @r in Fig. 1. 
Finally, we define /?: ii?+ M by ,5(x, t) = (~2, t). 
FICUHE I 
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An easy computation shows that the Euler characteristics of :o and -11 are 
x(M) = 2 - 6g, x(M) = 2 - 2g; it follows that i@ has genus 3,ir and .21 has 
genus g. The required local properties of /3 are easily verified; the bmnch points 
of fl are the 2g + 2 intersections of ii? with the axis z = 0. 
In the proof of the main theorem we will use the fact that certain flows can 
be lifted under branched coverings. For simplicity, we consider only the special 
case that is needed. Suppose /3: fi? -+ f1.I is the branched covering given by 
the preceding lemma, and let ;7 be a continuous flow on iS2 with at least one 
singularit\-, sa!; p, Let p1 ,..., p?,, , 2 be the branch points of p and assume that 
p, is not the image of a branch point under p. Now let 0 be a continuous flow 
on M that has exactly the same (time-oriented) orbits as rr, except that 
8hL P(P~) b ecome rest points of a; the existence of such II flow follows 
from [7, Theorem 17A]. The flow u then lifts to AT: 
LEMMA 2. There is a continuous flow 0: A? x W + I@ satisfying 
/36, =- CT,/3 (for all t E R’). 
Proof. Let m = ii? ~--- {p, ,...,pfiiiZj, N == /3(m), and let ,& denote the 
restriction of /? to NT; as remarked above, rS, is a 2-fold covering map in the 
usual sense. Let p denote the restriction of a to N x R’. Let p, be a rest point 
of r (so p, E IV), and choose j$ E fi with &(j$,) = p, Now, for each t E W, 
pt is isotopic to the identity by an isotopy that fixes p, (viz., the restriction of p 
to N x [0, t] or to N Y [t, 0]), hence the induced homeomorphism 
is the identity. It then follows from the “lifting criterion” [2, Theorem 16.41, 
that there is a unique homeomorphism pt of N that fixes PO and satisfies 
Pot& rz PIP0 . (1) 
Define p: JT x UP --+ N by p”(r, t) = pi(x). 
We check that p” satisfies the “group property” of continuous flows as follows: 
Fix s, t E W, and define 
.4 := {,x E m / p”&qx)) = psi&Y)), B = 1~ E fl I p”,&(4) = G&N 1 
where C-: n - -@ is the nontrivial covering transformation determined by /3,, 
Since (1) holds, we see that A u B =- -q; also A n B = ~3, since 7 is fixed 
point free. Because /3,, is a local homeomorphism, we see that A and B are open. 
But j$ E A and N is connected, so it follows that A = N. Since this is true for 
arbitrary s, t E l’@, we see that 
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for all s, t E W, and all x E fl. The continuity of p” follows from (I), the con- 
tinuity of p, and the fact that PO is a local homeomorphism. 
Finally, extend p to 0: &! x W + @ by defining c?( pi , t) = pi (i = 1 ,..., 
2g + 2; t E W). It is then straightforward to check that 6 is a continuous flow, 
and that 
for all t E KY, so that 6 is the required lifting of (I. 
We will also need a bound on the number of essentially different nonperiodic 
recurrent orbits on a surface of genus g. According to the Birkhoff Recurrence 
Theorem [3, Theorem 7.071 the closure of such an orbit is a compact minimal 
set. The following lemma establishes an upper bound for the number of such 
minimal sets. In the proof we will use the following extension of the definition 
of genus: the genus of a noncompact surface N is the least integer 1 for which 
there is an embedding of N into the closed surface of genus I; if no such embed- 
ding exists the genus of N is infinite. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose M is a closed orientable 2-manifold of genus g and let 
w M x W --f M be a continuous flow. Then there exist at most g distinct non- 
periodic minimal sets of rr on M. 
Proof. It follows from [6, Proposition 4.11 that if r is a continuum in the 
(not necessarily compact) 2-manifold N of genus k, then either r lies in an 
open 2-cell in N, or each component of N - r has genus less than k. If  r is 
a nonperiodic minimal set of some flow on IL’, then it follows from the Poincare- 
Bendixon theorem that r does not lie in any 2-cell in :V, so the latter alternative 
must hold. 
Suppose now that the lemma is false. Then there are disjoint nonperiodic 
minimal sets nil, ,..., Mg+, C M. It follows from the preceding paragraph that 
each component of M - (Mi u ... u M(,) has genus 0. But then the non- 
periodic minimal set M,,, lies in some surface of genus 0, and this contradicts 
the PoincarC-Bendixon theorem. 
3. EXISTENCE OF PERIODIC ORBITS 
We can now state and prove our main result. 
THEOREM. Let r be a continuous jlow on the closed orientable 2-manifold M 
of genus g >, 1, and assume that Hl and H2 hold. If there is at least one free 
detractor, then there exists a nontrivial periodic orbit. 
Remark. A slight modification of the following proof shows that the existence 
of a free detractor may be replaced with the weaker hypothesis stated in the 
remark of Section 1. 
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Proof. Suppose that there is no nontrivial periodic orbit of 71 on ‘11. ‘Iben, 
by the theorem of Sacker and Sell, there must be at least one nonperiodic 
recurrent orbit, and hence a nonperiodic minimal set on lRr. By Lemma 3, 
there are at most g such minimal sets. Let p: iz;l + Jr denote the 2-fold branched 
covering of M given by Lemma I. LVe may assume that the 2g ; 2 branch 
points p, ,...,~a,,+~ on fi are positioned so that at least one /3( pi) lies in each 
nonperiodic minimal set of 7~, all the /3(p,) 1’ ie on recurrent orbits of nTT, and no 
two /3(pJ lie on a single orbit of r. (This follows from the fact that any two 
finite sets, with the same number of points, on a closed 2-manifold are equivalent 
under a homeomorphism of the manifold.) 
Now, as in Section 2, let o be a continuous flow on ,11 that has exactly the 
same (time-oriented) orbits as Z-, except that the image of each branch point 
of /3 becomes a rest point of 0. Note that the only (compact) minimal sets of c 
are the rest points. By Lemma 2, there is a flow 5 on A? satisfying 
prTt ~1: qp (t E RI). (2) 
We obtain the desired contradiction by showing that 0 satisfies all the hypotheses 
of the Sacker-Sell theorem, but can have no recurrent orbit. 
First let p be a singularity of 6. I f  p is not a branch point, then p defines a 
topological equivalence between the restriction of 6 to a neighborhood of p 
and the restriction of v  to a neighborhood of /3(p); thus p is nondegenerate. If  p 
is a branch point, then it is easily verified that p is a saddle point of 0. It follows 
that all singularities of C? are nondegenerate, that there are no attractors of 5, 
and that 6 has at least one detractor. Thus HI is satisfied. 
Also, because (2) is satisfied, if 1, 3 E A? with .X /3(G) and y  = p(p), then 
for any sequence {tn} in lR1: 
lim et,(g) = j 
II-3 I 
implies km CT,,,(~) = y. (3) 
It follows that, if p E R lies over a free detractor of O, then p is also free. 
Now suppose that J 5 A is a simple closed curve that consists of saddles 
and transit orbits of 0. It follows from (3) and our assumptions on the positioning 
of the branch points of /3, that no branch point generates a transit orbit of 6. 
Hence the singularities on J cover saddles of 7~, and the image p(J) of J is a 
loop consisting of saddles and transit orbits of YT. But then there is a simple 
closed curve consisting of such orbits, contrary to our assumption that 27 satis- 
fies H2. It follows that 6 satisfies H2. 
Finally, suppose that there is a nontrivial recurrent orbit, say y(5), of ri. 
Let R denote the closure of y(2), and let K = /3(R). I? is a compact minimal 
set by [3, Theorem 7.071. It follows that K is compact, invariant, and (applying ~ 
(3)) that, for any x E K, y(x) = K. But then K is a compact minimal set of U, 
contrary to our construction. The contradiction shows that 6 can have no non- 
trivial recurrent orbit, and this completes the proof of the theorem. 
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